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Abstract

This paper presents an efficient method to render clouds in their natural dynamic (i.e.forming, dissipating, flowing). The
algorithm uses flat „3D textures” to represent volumetric data. This is used to compute the amount of light reaching each voxel.
The light values are computed in real time and then visualised using a slicing technique to enable on-line interaction with the
cloud model.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Clouds are often included in online applications such as
flight simulators and video games. The problem is that
rendering clouds in a fast and realistic way is very com-
plex. Various simplifications are used to allow the real-
time rendering of cloudy scenes, however very often
they decrease the quality of the animation. A very valu-
able objective is to be able to produce scenarios where
the observer is flying through clouds.

In this paper, simple cellular automata was used to
obtain cloud data in a few processing steps. These
data are then processed with the proposed cloud vol-
ume lighting algorithm and visualised with a technique
using slices to approximate to the volume.

2 PREVIOUS WORK

The most realistic cloud rendering method, so far pro-
duced, was developed by Harris and Lastra [HL01].
The algorithm takes into account the phenomena of
light scattering: multiple forward scattering along the
light direction and single scattering towards the viewer.

This work was extended by Harriset al.[HBSL03]
to model realistic motion of clouds on GPU via stable
fluid simulation introduced by Jos Stam. The improved
algorithm deals with the rendering aspect of the prob-
lem as they mentioned a method for rendering in 3D
condensed vapour density provided by simulation. This
extension is discussed in more detail by Harris in his
PhD dissertation [Har03].
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Light scattering was introduced even earlier by
Dobashi et al.[DKY +00], however, theirs method
modelled single scattering only. A common feature of
all these rendering algorithms is that they occur in two
phases. The first pass calculates the scattering along
the light vector and creates the lighting information.
The lighting data is then applied to the cloud model in
the second phase of the algorithm.

A simpler approach was used by Vane [Van04]
based on work by Behrens and Ratering (widely
cited in Vane’s paper). The visual effect of his work
demonstrates that Behren’s algorithm is suitable for
shadowing but not for lighting.

3 VOLUMETRIC DATA
For the proposed rendering method clouds are repre-
sented as density distribution model. From the array of
cloud data generation methods the Dobayashi’s algo-
rithm was selected (described in detail in [DKY+00]).

The computationally expensive process of the con-
tinuous distribution calculation (calledsmoothing) was
spread over a number of animation frames. The as-
sumption given for real-time applications is that each
frame must be displayed in 40 milliseconds there is
about half this time available for simulation or smooth-
ing with visualization technique proposed in section 4.

4 VISUALIZATION MODEL
The most common approach to visualize volumetric
data is to use a slicing algorithm. The basic idea is
to take a slice of volume data, render it onto texture
and paste this texture on quads in 3D space. Figure 1
shows mapping of volumetric data onto a flat „3D tex-
ture” which is used to cover the slice’s surface.

As denoted by Vane in [Van04] there are two classes
of slicing algorithms: object aligned and view aligned.
For the implementation of the visualisation model ob-
ject aligned slices was chosen. The key advantages of
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Figure 1: Mapping volumetric data of discrete space
onto flat „3D texture”

this method are its efficiency and its simplicity, consid-
ered both methods introduce similar artifacts: when the
viewer is very close (or inside) the volume the space be-
tween the planes becomes apparent and the whole ob-
ject can be perceived as a stack of slices.

5 RENDERING

The rendering algorithm proposed in this section is sim-
ilar to the original concept of Harris and Lastra [HL01].
The key difference is that the method described be-
low adopts images of volume rendered in slices and
then uses hardware blending function to process the
whole slice simultaneously. This approach speeds up
the whole process as the additional buffer used to read
back the illumination for each pixel can be read as one
operation for whole slice.
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Figure 2: General idea for cloud illumination algorithm
using slices: illuminating slice s2

Flat „3D textures” illuminated by presented algo-
rithm 1 (picture 2) can now be displayed with visual-
ization technique described in section 4.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
WORK

The sample results included in this paper (picture 3)
were actually generated by a real time application run-
ning at 30fps and better.

The proposed lighting algorithm works well for rea-
sonable sizes of volume data and numbers of slices (ex-
periments were done with volume 64×64×64 with 64
slices). Further extensions, which will enable the nat-
ural simulation of day lit skies and rendering of clouds
in a large scale space will add significant realism to an-
imated scenes.

Algorithm 1 : Cloud lighting algorithm

input : model viewed align its axes~X ,~Y and~Z
(three sets of slices covered with textures),
normalized vector of light direction~l,
global light colorc,
scattering coeficienta,
absorption factore

/* determine the set of slices to be used for lighting
and the order they are processed */

GetMaxABSVecIndex(~l ·~X,~l ·~Y,~l ·~Z)1

CreateAndFillBuffer(b, resw× resh, c)2

foreachslice s do3

foreachpixel p
(u,v) do4

/* compute pixel coordinates and radius
corresponding to buffer content */

(ub,vb,r)← ProjectPixel (b, p(u,v))5

τ ← ∑
r
2
u′b=−

r
2

∑
r
2
v′b=− r

26

GetPixelAlpha (b, p(ub+u′b,vb+v′b))7

τ
(u,v)← τ · a·e

4·π2
·r28

SetPixelColor (s, p
(u,v), τ

(u,v) · c(u,v))9

DrawSlice (b, s)10

(1) (2)

(3) (4)

Figure 3: Sample frames from cloud simulation: (1)
and (2) show same cloud model viewed from different
perspectives; (3) experiments with increasing scatter-
ing factor; (4) unlit cloud model (very bright day)
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